
The Complete Guide to Traits of Writing for
the Primary Grades
The Six Traits of Writing, developed by Lucy Calkins, Nancie Atwell, and
other educators, are widely recognized as a framework for teaching and
assessing writing. The traits are:

1. Ideas

2. Organization

3. Voice

4. Word Choice

5. Sentence Fluency

6. Conventions

These traits are interconnected and work together to create cohesive and
meaningful writing.

Definition: The ideas trait refers to the substance of a piece of writing. It
encompasses the underlying message, purpose, and key points that the
writer conveys.
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Examples of Strong Ideas:

A clear and intriguing thesis statement

Well-developed and relevant supporting points

Original and thought-provoking insights

Strategies for Developing Ideas:

Brainstorming and generating ideas

Research and exploration

Outlining and organizing thoughts

Definition: The organization trait focuses on the logical structure of a piece
of writing. It involves the way ideas are arranged, sequenced, and
connected to create a coherent and understandable text.

Examples of Strong Organization:

A clear , body, and

Smooth transitions between paragraphs and sentences

Effective sequencing of events or ideas
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Strategies for Developing Organization:

Graphic organizers and story mapping

Outlining and planning

Revising and rearranging text

Definition: The voice trait captures the writer's unique perspective, style,
and tone. It conveys the writer's personality, attitude, and relationship with
the reader.

Examples of Strong Voice:

Authentic and personal writing

Use of lively language and vivid imagery

Consistency in tone and perspective

Strategies for Developing Voice:

Encourage students to write about topics they are passionate about

Model different writing styles

Provide opportunities for self-reflection and revision

Definition: The word choice trait assesses the writer's ability to select
precise, evocative, and appropriate words to convey meaning effectively.

Examples of Strong Word Choice:

Use of specific nouns, verbs, and adjectives



Avoidance of repetitive or overused words

Use of figurative language to enhance expression

Strategies for Developing Word Choice:

Vocabulary building and word study

Exploration of synonyms and antonyms

Reading widely and analyzing examples of effective word use

Definition: The sentence fluency trait measures the writer's ability to create
sentences that are clear, smooth, and engaging. It involves aspects such
as sentence structure, rhythm, and variety.

Examples of Strong Sentence Fluency:

Use of varied sentence lengths and structures

Effective transitions between sentences

Avoidance of run-on sentences and fragments

Strategies for Developing Sentence Fluency:

Sentence-combining and sentence-expanding activities

Reading aloud and practicing oral fluency

Analysis of different sentence types and styles

Definition: The conventions trait covers the mechanical aspects of writing,
including grammar, spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. These



conventions ensure that a piece of writing is legible, understandable, and
grammatically correct.

Examples of Strong Conventions:

Adherence to standard grammar rules

Accurate spelling and punctuation

Consistent capitalization and formatting

Strategies for Developing Conventions:

Mini-lessons and direct instruction

Peer editing and feedback

Use of writing checklists and rubrics

To effectively develop the traits of writing in primary students, educators
should consider the following strategies:

Explicit Instruction: Introduce each trait explicitly, providing clear
explanations and examples.

Modeling and Demonstration: Model proficient writing that
exemplifies each trait.

Guided Practice: Provide opportunities for students to practice and
receive feedback on each trait.

Assessment and Feedback: Regularly assess student writing using
rubrics aligned with the traits. Provide constructive feedback and
support revision.



Differentiation: Adapt instruction and support to meet the individual
needs of diverse learners.

Collaboration: Foster collaboration among students and create
opportunities for peer feedback.

A trait-based approach to writing instruction offers numerous benefits for
primary school students:

Improved Writing Quality: The focus on traits helps students develop
stronger writing skills across all areas.

Enhanced Communication: Effective writing is essential for clear and
effective communication in all academic and social contexts.

Critical Thinking: Analyzing and developing traits fosters critical
thinking and problem-solving abilities.

Self-Assessment and Reflection: The use of rubrics and feedback
encourages students to self-assess and reflect on their writing.

Foundation for Future Success: A strong foundation in traits of
writing supports students' future writing endeavors, both academically
and professionally.

The traits of writing are essential building blocks for effective written
communication. By embracing a trait-based approach in the primary
grades, educators empower students to develop their writing skills and
unlock their potential as confident and capable writers. With explicit
instruction, guided practice, and ongoing assessment, teachers can foster
a love of writing and a deep understanding of the traits that define
exceptional written expression.
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